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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the linear autonomous delay differential
equation
xX t s Ax t y r , 1 .  .  .
where A is a real 2 = 2 matrix and r ) 0 is a real number. Let t s
 .  .  .ru, y u s x t , B s rA. Then we can rewrite 1 as
yX u s By u y 1 . .  .
 .  .Also, by the transformation y u s Pz u with an appropriate matrix P,
we have
zX u s Py1BPz u y 1 . .  .
Thus, without loss of generality, we consider the equation
xX t s Ax t y 1 , 2 .  .  .
where A is one of the following three matrices in Jordan normal form:
a 01cos u ysin u a 1i ya , ii y , iii y . 3 .  .  .  . /  / /sin u cos u 0 a 0 a2
 < < .Here a , u 0 - u - p , a , a , and a are real numbers.1 2
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Most studies on the asymptotic behavior of solutions of differential
equations start with an analysis of the linearized equations near an
equilibrium. For scalar delay differential equations, many results can be
w xfound in several books 1, 2, 4, 5 . However, in the higher dimensional case,
 . w xthere are few results even for 2 . Recently, Hara and Sugie 3 give the
following results.
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that
cos u ysin uA s ya , a ) 0, yp - u F p . /sin u cos u
 .Then the zero solution of 2 is asymptotic stable if and only if
p
< <0 - a - y u .
2
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that
a b1A s y , a , a , b g R .1 2 /0 a2
 .Then the zero solution of 2 is asymptotic stable if and only if
p p
0 - a - , 0 - a - .1 22 2
The purpose of this paper is to deal with the critical cases of the above
 .results. In each case of 3 , we assume that
p p p
< <i a s y u ) 0, ii a s andror a s , .  . 1 22 2 2
p
iii a s . .
2
 .If we consider a , a , a , and a as the parameters of 2 , these critical1 2
values represent the points at which the origin can undergo a bifurcation
from stability to instability. Thus we may expect that there exist stable
periodic orbits. The goal of this paper is to give the explicit expressions of
the periodic orbits.
 .It is well known that the asymptotic behavior of the solution of 2
depend on the eigenvalues which are given as roots of the characteristic
equation
det D l s 0, D l s lI y Aeyl . 4 .  .  .
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First we show that there exists a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues in the
above critical cases. To obtain the explicit expression of periodic orbits, we
w xuse the decomposition theory of the space C. In his book 1 , Hale shows
that the space C can be decomposed by the eigenspace P associated withl
the eigenvalue l as
C s P [ Q .l l
Therefore the periodic orbit can be represented as an element of the finite
dimensional subspace P . It is noted that the decomposition itself will playl
a fundamental role for further investigation of nonlinear systems.
2. CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
 .In this section we consider the roots of the characteristic equation 4 .
2.1. Complex Matrix
First we consider the case that A is given by
cos u ysin u < <A s ya , a ) 0, 0 - u - p . 5 . /sin u cos u
 . < <LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that A is gi¨ en by 5 . If a s pr2 y u ) 0, then
 .Eq. 4 has two simple roots "ia and the remaining roots ha¨e negati¨ e real
parts.
 . iu yzProof. Let p z s z q a e e . Then we have
yz yzz q a e cos u ya e sin uyzdet zI y Ae s . yz yza e sin u z q a e cos u
2 2yz yzs z q a e cos u q a e sin u .  .
s z 2 q 2a zeyzcos u q a 2ey2 z
s z 2 q a zeyz e iu q eyi u q a 2ey2 z .
s z q a eiueyz z q a eyi ueyz .  .
s p z p z . .  .
 .Thus it suffices to consider p z s 0 with Re z G 0. Also we may assume
that u ) 0.
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 .First we can see that z s yia is the simple root of p z s 0, because
p yia s yia q a eiueip r2yu . s yia q ia s 0 .
and
pX yia s 1 y a eiueip r2yu . s 1 y ia / 0. .
 .We will show that z s yia is the only root of p z s 0 with Re z G 0.
 .Suppose that z s x q iy where x G 0 is a root of p z s 0. Then we have
f x , y s Re p x q iy s x q a eyx cos y y u s 0 .  .  .
and
g x , y s Im p x q iy s y y a eyx sin y y u s 0. .  .  .
< <If y ) a , then we have
< <g x , y ) a y a s 0. .
 .This contradicts that g x, y s 0. If ya - y F a - pr2 q u , then we
have
f x , y G a eyx cos y y u ) 0, .  .
because of ypr2 - y y u - pr2. Hence we must have y s ya for
x G 0. If y s ya , then
f x , ya s x q a eyx cos ypr2 s x s 0 .  .
and
g x , ya s ya y a eyx sin ypr2 s ya 1 y eyx s 0. .  .  .
 .This implies that x s 0. Therefore z s yia is the only root of p z s 0
with Re z G 0.
By the same way, we have that z s ia is the only and simple root of
 .p z s 0 with Re z G 0. Consequently z s "ia are the only roots of Eq.
 .4 with Re z G 0. This completes the proof
2.2. Diagonal Matrix
Next we consider the case that A is given by
a 01A s y , a , a g R . 6 .1 2 /0 a2
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 .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that A is gi¨ en by 6 . If 0 - a - pr2 and1
 .a s pr2 or a s pr2 and 0 - a - pr2, then Eq. 4 has two simple2 1 2
 .roots "i pr2 and the remaining roots ha¨e negati¨ e real parts. If a s pr21
 .  .and a s pr2, then Eq. 4 has two double roots "i pr2 and the remain-2
ing roots ha¨e negati¨ e real parts.
 . yz  . yzProof. Let p z s z q a e and p z s z q a e . Then we have1 1 2 2
yzz q a e 01yzdet zI y Ae s . yz0 z q a e2
s z q a eyz z q a eyz .  .1 2
s p z p z . .  .1 2
 .Thus it suffices to consider the roots of the equation p z s 0 with1
Re z G 0.
 .It is well known that if 0 - a - pr2, there is no root of p z s 0 with1 1
Re z G 0. So we consider the case that a s pr2. Since1
p "ipr2 s "ipr2 q a e. ip r2. s "ipr2 . ipr2 s 0 .1 1
and
pX "ipr2 s 1 y a e. ip r2. s 1 . ipr2 / 0, .1 1
 .we have that z s "ipr2 are the simple roots of p z s 0.1
 .Suppose that z s x q iy where x G 0 is a root of p z s 0. Then we1
have
f x , y s Re p x q iy s x q a eyx cos y s 0 .  .1 1
and
g x , y s Im p x q iy s y y a eyx sin y s 0. .  .1 1
< <If y ) pr2, then we have
< <g x , y ) pr2 y a s 0. . 1
 . < <This contradicts that g x, y s 0. If y - pr2, then we have
f x , y G a eyx cos y ) 0. . 1
So we must have y s "pr2. If y s "pr2, then
f x , " pr2 s x q a eyx cos "pr2 s x s 0 .  .1
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and
g x , " pr2 s "pr2 y a eyx sin "pr2 s "pr2 1 y eyx s 0. .  .  .1
 .This implies that x s 0. Thus z s "ipr2 are the only roots of p z s 01
with Re z G 0.
By the same way, we have that if 0 - a - pr2, then there is no root of2
 .p z s 0 with Re z G 0, and if a s pr2, then z s "ipr2 are the only2 2
 .and simple root of p z s 0 with Re z G 0. This completes the proof.2
2.3. Triangular Matrix
Finally, we consider the case that A is given by
a 1A s y , a g R . 7 . /0 a
 .  .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that A is gi¨ en by 7 . If a s pr2, then Eq. 4 has
 .two double roots "i pr2 and the remaining roots ha¨e negati¨ e real parts.
 . yzProof. Let p z s z q ae . Then we have
yzz q ae 1yzdet zI y Ae s . yz0 z q ae
s z q aeyz z q aeyz .  .
s p z p z . .  .
Thus the rest of the proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.2.
2.4. Remark
Consider the n-dimensional linear autonomous delay equation
xX t s Ax t y 1 , A g Rn=n . .  .
iu k Let ya e denote eigenvalues of A, where a G 0, yp - u F p k sk k k
.1, 2, . . . , n . Then we have the characteristic equation
n
yldet lI y Ae s p l s 0, 8 .  .  . k
ks1
 . iu k yzwhere p z s l q a e e . Thus we have the following result.k k
< <LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that a s pr2 y u ) 0 for k s 1, 2, . . . , n. Thenk k
 .Eq. 8 has pure imaginary roots "ia and the remaining roots ha¨e negati¨ ek
real parts.
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3. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS OF STABLE
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
In this section we will give the explicit expressions of stable periodic
w xsolutions. According to 1, Chap.7 , we use the decomposition theory of the
space C.
w x 2 . 5 5 <  . <Let C s C y1, 0 , R with the norm f s sup f t for f gy1 Ft F 0
 .C. For any given function f g C, we let x f denote the unique solution
 .of 2 with the initial function f at t s 0. We let x g C be defined byt
 .  . w x  .x t s x t q t for t g y1, 0 . Define the solution operator T t : C ª Ct
 .  .   . 4as x f s T t f. Since the family T t : t G 0 is the strongly continuoust
Ã  .semigroup of linear operators on C, the infinitesimal generator A of T t
can be defined and is given by
Xf t , y1 F t - 0, .ÃAf t s 9 .  . Af y1 , t s 0. .
ÃLet L be a set of eigenvalue of A, then there exists the generalized
eigenspace P associated with L such thatL
C s P [ Q .L L
U w x 1=2 .  . ULet C s C 0, 1 , R and define the bilinear form c , f for c g C ,
f g C as
0
c , f s c 0 f 0 q c t q 1 Af t dt . 10 .  .  .  .  .  .H
y1
ÃU Ã ÃU .  .Then the formal adjoint operator A which satisfies c , Af s A c , f
is given by
Xyc s , 0 - s F 1, .UÃA c s s .  c 1 A , s s 0. .
3.1. Complex Matrix
 .Now we consider the case that A is given by 5 .
 . < <THEOREM 3.1. Assume that A is gi¨ en by 5 . Let v s pr2 y u for
 < <. < <u ) 0 and v s y pr2 y u for u - 0. If a s pr2 y u ) 0, then a
basis of eigenspace associated with "iv is gi¨ en by
cos v t sin v t
F s f , f , f t s , f t s . .  .  .1 2 1 2 /  /ysin v t cos v t
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 .  .Moreo¨er, the solution x f of 2 with initial function f g C at t s 0
satisfies
x f ª F b .t t
exponentially as t ª `, where
0y1 Tb s I q B f 0 q F t q 1 Af t dt , .  .  .  .H /y1
0 vB s . /yv 0
 4Proof. Let L s iv, yiv . First we will give a basis for the eigenspace
associated with L. From Lemma 2.1, we know that "iv are simple
Ã k .eigenvalues. Thus we compute a basis of N A y lI for k s 1 at
l s "iv. Define
1 iiuA s P s D iv s v e sin u , .1 1  /yi 1
1 w xthen g s satisfies A g s 0. From 1, p. 177 , we have a basis of the1 /i
eigenspace associated with iv as
1 iv tÃf t s e , y1 F t F 0. .1  /i
Also we have
1 yiyi uD yiv s v e sin u . .  /i 1
Thus a basis of the eigenspace associated with yiv is
1 yi v tÃf t s e , y1 F t F 0. .2  /yi
We define a new basis for the eigenspace P associated with L asL
1 Ã Ãf t s f t q f t .  .  . .1 1 22
and
1 Ã Ãf t s f t y f t . .  .  . .2 1 22 i
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Then we have
cos v t
F s f , f , f t s , .  .1 2 1  /ysin v t
sin v t
f t s , y1 F t F 0. .2  /cos v t
U ÃUBy the same way, we have a basis for the eigenspace P of A associatedL
with L as
c1UC s , c t s cos v t , ysin v t , .  .1 /c2
c t s sin v t , cos v t , 0 F t F 1. .  .2
 .We will decompose C by L. From 10 , we have
1 vUC , F s s I q B. .  /yv 1
So we define a new basis C for PU byL
y1 y1U U TC s C , F C s I q B F . .  .
Then any f g C can be written as
f s f PL q f QL ,
where
f PL s Fb ,
0y1 Tb s I q B f 0 q F t q 1 Af t dt , .  .  .  .H /y1
f QL s f y f PL .
Since
d cos v t sin v tÃAF t s .  /ysin v t cos v tdt
cos v t sin v t 0 vs  /  /ysin v t cos v t yv 0
s F t B , .
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we have
B tqt .T t F t s F 0 e .  .  .
cos v t q t sin v t q t .  .
s  /ysin v t q t cos v t q t .  .
s F t q t , y1 F t F 0. .
 .This means that T t F s F . Also we know that there are positivet
constants K and b such that
5 QL 5 yb t 5 QL 5T t f F Ke f , t G 0. .
Consequently we obtain
x f ª F b .t t
exponentially as t ª `. This completes the proof.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the case that A is given by
p pcos u ysin u < <A s ya , where a s y u , u s , /sin u cos u 2 3
w xand the initial function on y1, 0 is given by
t
f t s . .  /cos 4p t
 . 2The phase portrait of 2 in R is shown in Fig. 1. Also the stable periodic
orbit calculated by Theorem 3.1 is shown in Fig. 2. These figures show that
 .the solution of 2 tends to the periodic orbit as t ª `.
3.2. Diagonal Matrix
 .We consider the case that A is given by 6 .
 .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that A is gi¨ en by 6 . Let v s pr2. If a s pr21
and a s pr2, then a basis of eigenspace associated with "iv is gi¨ en by2
cos v t sin v t
F s f , f , f , f , f t s , f t s , .  .  .1 2 3 4 1 2 /  /0 0
0 0
f t s , f t s , y1 F t F 0. .  .3 4 /  /cos v t sin v t
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 . 2FIG. 1. Phase portrait of 2 in R .
 .Moreo¨er, the solution of Eq. 2 with initial function f at t s 0 satisfies
x f ª F b .t t
exponentially as t ª `, where
y11 0T Tb s I q B F 0 f 0 q F t q 1 Af t dt , .  .  .  .  .H / /2 y1
0 v 0 0
yv 0 0 0B s .
0 0 0 v 0
0 0 yv 0
 4Proof. Let L s iv, yiv . From Lemma 2.2, we know that "iv are
double eigenvalues. Thus the order of "iv as poles of Dy1 is less than or
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 .FIG. 2. Periodic solution of 2 .
Ã 2 .equal to 2. So we compute a basis of N A y lI at l s "iv. Define
0 0P s D iv s iv I q iA s iv I y I s , .  .1  /0 0
1 q iv 0XP s D iv s I y iA s , .2  /0 1 q iv
P P1 2A s .2  /0 P1
Then
1 0
0 1
g s , g s
0 0 0  0
0 0
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satisfy A g s 0. Thus we have bases for the generalized eigenspace2
associated with iv given by
1 0 iv teiv t iv tÃf t s e q te s .1  /  /  /0 0 0
and
00 0iv t iv tÃf t s e q te s . .2 iv t /  /  /1 0 e
Also we have
0 0
D yiv s yiv I y iA s yiv I y I s , .  .  /0 0
1 y iv 0X
D yiv s I q iA s . .  /0 1 y iv
Thus we have bases for the generalized eigenspace associated with yiv
given by
1 0 yi v teyi v t yiv tÃf t s e q te s .3  /  /  /0 0 0
and
00 0yi v t yiv tÃf t s e q te s . .4 yiv t /  /  /1 0 e
ÃDefine new bases for the generalized eigenspace P of A associated withL
L as
1 1Ã Ã Ã Ãf t s f t q f t , f t s f t y f t , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 3 2 1 32 2 i
1 1Ã Ã Ã Ãf t s f t q f t , f t s f t y f t . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .3 2 4 4 2 42 2 i
Then we have
cos v t sin v t 0 0
F t s , y1 F t F 0. .  /0 0 cos v t sin v t
U ÃUBy the same way, a basis for the generalized eigenspace P of AL
associated with L is given by
CU t s FT t , 0 F t F 1. .  .
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 .From 10 , we have
1r2 vr2 0 0
1yvr2 1r2 0 0UC , F s s I q B . .  .
0 0 1r2 vr2 2 0
0 0 yvr2 1r2
So we define a new basis C for PU byL
y1y1U U 1 TC s C , F C s I q B F . .  . .2
Then any f g C can be written as
f s f PL q f QL ,
where
f PL s Fb ,
y11 0T Tb s I q B F 0 f 0 q F t q 1 Af t dt , .  .  .  .  .H / /2 y1
f QL s f y f PL .
From
d cos v t sin v t 0 0ÃAF t s .  /0 0 cos v t sin v tdt
0 v 0 0
cos v t sin v t 0 0 yv 0 0 0s  /0 0 cos v t sin v t 0 0 0 v 0
0 0 yv 0
s F t B , .
we have
T t F t .  .
s F 0 e B tqt . .
cos v t q t sin v t q t 0 0 .  .
s  /0 0 cos v t q t sin v t q t .  .
s F t q t , y1 F t F 0. .
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 .This means that T t F s F . Also we know that there are positivet
constants K and b such that
5 QL 5 yb t 5 QL 5T g f F Ke f , t G 0. .
Consequently we obtain
x f ª F b .t t
exponentially as t ª `. This completes the proof.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the case that A is given by
p pa 01A s y , where a s , a s ,1 2 /0 a 2 22
w xand the initial function on y1, 0 is given by
t
f t s . .  /cos 4p t
 . 2The phase portrait of 2 in R is shown in Fig. 3. Also the stable periodic
orbit calculated by Theorem 3.2 is shown in Fig. 4. These figures show that
 .the solution of 2 tends to the periodic orbit as t ª `.
 .COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that A is gi¨ en by 6 . Let v s pr2. If
 .a s pr2 and 0 - a - pr2, then the solution of Eq. 2 with initial1 2
function f at t s 0 satisfies
x f ª F b .t t
exponentially as t ª `, where
cos v t sin v t
F s f , f , f t s , f t s , .  .  .1 2 1 2 /  /0 0
y11 0T Tb s I q B F 0 f 0 q F t q 1 Af t dt , .  .  .  .  .H / /2 y1
0 vB s . /yv 0
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that A is gi¨ en by 6 . Let v s pr2. If
 .0 - a - pr2 and a s pr2, then the solution of Eq. 2 with initial1 2
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 . 2FIG. 3. Phase portrait of 2 in R .
function f at t s 0 satisfies
x f ª F b .t t
exponentially as t ª `, where
0 0
F s f , f , f t s , f t s , .  .  .1 2 1 2 /  /cos v t sin v t
y11 0T Tb s I q B F 0 f 0 q F t q 1 Af t dt , .  .  .  .  .H / /2 y1
0 vB s . /yv 0
3.3. Triangular Matrix
 .Consider the case that A is given by 7 .
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 .FIG. 4. Periodic solution of 2 .
 .THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that A is gi¨ en by 7 . Let v s pr2. If a s pr2,
then a basis of eigenspace associated with "iv is gi¨ en by
cos v t sin v t
F s f , f , f , f , f t s , f t s , .  .  .1 2 3 4 1 2 /  /0 0
t cos v t t sin v t
f t s , f t s . .  .3 4 /  /v cos v t q sin v t v sin v t y cos v t
 .So the zero solution of Eq. 2 is unstable.
 4Proof. Let L s iv, yiv . Define
0 yiP s D iv s iv I q iA s , .1  /0 0
1 q iv iXP s D iv s I y iA s , .2  /0 1 q iv
P P1 2A s .2  /0 P1
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Then,
1 0
0 v y i
g s , g s
0 1 0  0
0 0
satisfy A g s 0. Thus bases of the generalized eigenspace associated with2
iv are
1 0 iv teiv t iv tÃf t s e q te s .1  /  /  /0 0 0
and
te iv t0 1iv t iv tÃf t s e q te s . .2 iv t /  /  /v y i 0 v y i e .
Also we have
0 i
D yiv s yiv I y iA s , .  /0 0
1 y iv yiX
D yiv s I q iA s . .  /0 1 y iv
Thus bases of the generalized eigenspace associated with yiv are
1 0 yi v teyi v t yiv tÃf t s e q te s .3  /  /  /0 0 0
and
teyi v t0 1yi v t yiv tÃf t s e q te s . .4 yiv t /  /  /v q i 0 v q i e .
ÃDefine new bases for the generalized eigenspace P of A associated withL
L as
1 1Ã Ã Ã Ãf t s f t q f t , f t s f t y f t , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 3 2 1 32 2 i
1 1Ã Ã Ã Ãf t s f t q f t , f t s f t y f t . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .3 2 4 4 2 42 2 i
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Then we have
cos v t sin v t
F s f , f , f , F , f t s , f t s , .  .  .1 2 3 4 1 2 /  /0 0
t cos v t t sin v t
f t s , f t s . .  .3 4 /  /v cos v t q sin v t v sin v t y cos v t
This completes the proof.
Remark 3.1. Consider the case that A is given by
a 1A s y , a s 0. /0 a
 . 2The characteristic equation is det D z s z . So we have that z s 0 is the
only and double eigenvalue. Since
0 1
D 0 s yA s , .  /0 0
1 y1X
D 0 s I q A s , .  /0 1
we obtain that bases of the generalized eigenspace associated with zero are
1
f t s , .1  /0
0 y1 yt
f t s q t s . .2  /  /  /1 0 1
 .Thus the zero solution of 2 is unstable.
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